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Rules for RNA recognition of GNRA tetraloops
deduced by in vitro selection: comparison with
in vivo evolution

that GNRA loops frequently participate in RNA tertiaryMaria Costa and François Michel
interactions came from comparative sequence analyses of
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´
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culaire du CNRS, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvette, group I self-splicing introns (Michel and Westhof, 1990).

France These analyses revealed two cases of phylogenetic covari-
e-mails: costa@smigiris.cgm.cnrs-gif.fr ation in which a GUAA loop and a C:G pair in a distant
michel@smigiris.cgm.cnrs-gif.fr helix had exchanged repeatedly during evolution with the

combination of a GUGA loop and a U:A pair. These
Terminal loops with a GNRA consensus sequence are covariations were proposed to result from a direct contact
a prominent feature of large self-assembling RNA between the third base of the loop and the shallow
molecules. In order to investigate tertiary interactions (‘minor’) groove side of the base pair. Since then, addi-
involving GNRA loops, we have devised an in vitro tional instances of the same type of covariation have been
selection system derived from a group I ribozyme. Two found in bacterial RNase P RNA (Brown et al., 1996),
selections, destined to isolate RNA sequences that ribosomal RNA (Gutell, 1996) and group II self-splicing
would recognize two of the most widespread loops introns (Costa et al., 1997). Moreover, all the interactions
(GUGA and GAAA), yielded variants of previously proposed to exist in self-splicing introns have been checked
identified receptors for those loops, and also some yet to be compatible with biochemical evidence (Jaeger et al.,
unrecognized, high-affinity binders with novel speci- 1993, 1994; Murphy and Cech, 1994; Costa and Michel,
ficities towards members of the GNRA family. By 1995; Chanfreau and Jacquier, 1996; Costa et al., 1997).
taking advantage of available crystal structures, we Our first atomic resolution picture of a GNRA loop
have attempted to rationalize these results in terms of interacting with RNA was brought by a packing contact
RNA–RNA contacts and to expose some of the struc- between two consecutive C:G pairs and a GAAA loop in
tural principles that govern GNRA loop-mediated ter- crystals of the hammerhead ribozyme (Pley et al., 1994).
tiary interactions; the role of loop nucleotide 2 in In addition to confirming that GNRA loops dock into the
ensuring specific recognition by receptors is emphas- shallow groove of RNA helices, this structure revealed a
ized. More generally, comparison of the products of network of hydrogen bonded contacts involving 2�
in vitro and natural selection is shown to provide hydroxyl groups on both the loop and loop receptor sides.
insights into the mechanisms underlying the in vivo More recently, the crystal structure of a 160 nucleotide
evolution of self-assembling RNA molecules. (nt) domain from a group I intron (Cate et al., 1996a) has
Keywords: GNRA terminal loops/in vitro selection/ provided us with one instance of an intramolecular contact
molecular evolution/RNA tertiary interactions/self- involving a GAAA loop. The receptor in that case does
splicing introns not consist of two C:G pairs, but of an 11 nt motif

(CCUAAG..UAUGG) that had already been shown by
Murphy and Cech (1994) and Costa and Michel (1995)
to interact with GAAA loops in self-splicing introns (thisIntroduction
motif is also present in the RNase P RNA of some Gram-

Like protein enzymes, large RNA catalysts, such as group positive bacteria; Tanner and Cech, 1995).
I and group II self-splicing introns or the RNA component Despite these advances, our understanding of tertiary
of bacterial RNase P, fold into compact structures that are interactions involving GNRA loops remains fragmentary.
stabilized by a multiplicity of tertiary interactions (Latham Partners have not yet been identified for a majority of
and Cech, 1989; Cate et al., 1996a). At least some of GNRA loops in large natural RNAs. Although a number
these interactions must correspond to recurrent structural of these loops will probably turn out to be recognized by
motifs, whose identification and characterization should be proteins (e.g. Glu

¨
ck et al., 1992), others, especially in

essential to our understanding of the principles underlying self-assembling molecules, must be contacted by yet
RNA folding and catalysis and for future predictions of unidentified RNA receptors. Neither has there been any
three-dimensional structures from RNA sequence. comprehensive investigation into the specificity of cur-

That natural, self-assembling RNA molecules tend to rently known receptors towards the various members of
make intensive use of a relatively small number of building the GNRA family. Published phylogenetic and biochemical
blocks is suggested indeed by the state of our knowledge evidence could be taken to argue that the smaller receptors,
concerning terminal loops and their interactions. The sizes which seemingly consist of only two base pairs, are poor
and sequences of terminal loops are extremely biased discriminators, while the (CCUAAG..UAUGG) sequence,
in large natural RNAs with a stable three-dimensional which is so frequent in self-splicing introns, is highly
structure; loops with four nucleotides and a GNRA con- specific for GAAA loops (Costa and Michel, 1995).
sensus sequence (R stands for a purine and N for any However, specific partners are likely to exist for other
base) may constitute up to one third of the total in some GNRA loops as well. The question then is whether these

motifs are also used by nature, and if not, why not?molecules (e.g. Woese et al., 1990). A first indication

© Oxford University Press 3289
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M.Costa and F.Michel

We reasoned that in vitro selection of RNA motifs
capable of recognizing GNRA loops would not only
constitute the most powerful strategy to recover any
missing receptors for these loops, but should also greatly
help our understanding of the structural principles that
govern these tertiary interactions. Accordingly, we have
devised an in vitro selection system suitable for the
isolation of RNA motifs that specifically bind terminal
loops and we have used this system, which is based on
mutual recognition of a group I ribozyme and its substrate,
to look for molecules that would recognize the GUGA
and GAAA loops. After seven rounds of selection and
amplification, variants of previously identified receptor
motifs were found to predominate among selected mole-
cules. However, both final pools also contain a number of Fig. 1. Conversion of the td intron of bacteriophage T4 into a

two-piece system to allow in vitro selection of co-adapted L2 and P8new receptor sequences. These sequences are in no way
sequences. (A) Our original td construct. The arrow points to the 5�inferior to previously identified motifs in terms of effici-
splice site. The td 5� exon was replaced by a 14 nt sequence, the lastency of recognition, but show novel patterns of discrimin-
seven bases of which belong to the original td sequence. Dashed lines

ation, especially between loops that differ from one another indicate the interaction between the GUGA L2 loop and its receptor in
by their second nucleotide. Rationalization of these results the P8 helix. Note that the UGAG sequence at the P1–P2 junction can

pair with either the sequence to its left (5� of P1) or the one to itswith the help of available structural data leads to general
right (3� of P2). (B) Constructs used for in vitro selection. Theprinciples regarding the interaction of GNRA loops with
sequence of the P1–P2 ‘substrate’ piece is that shown in (A): only the

their receptors and provides some insights into the mechan- sequence of the L2 loop differed from one substrate to the next. The
isms that underlie the evolution of loop–receptor partner- second piece was derived from the catalytic core of the intron,

beginning immediately 3� of the P1–P2 sequence and ending with theships in nature.
intron 3� terminal G (a G was added at the 5� end of this piece, to
allow efficient transcription; see also Costa and Michel, 1995). The
distal section of the P8 hairpin structure was replaced by a randomResults
sequence of 21 nucleotides. Core molecules are selected for their

In vitro selection of GUGA- and GAAA-binding ability to interact with the L2 loop of a P1–P2 substrate.

motifs
Our in vitro selection system is based on the td molecule,
a group I intron that interrupts the thymidylate synthase Preliminary experiments (not shown) allowed us to

verify that just like attack by free guanosine (Costa andgene of bacteriophage T4 (Belfort et al., 1987). We have
shown previously that in the wild-type intron, the GUGA Michel, 1995), the efficiency of the addition step depends

strongly on the nature of the L2 and P8 partners. Using aloop at the tip of helix P2 specifically binds the CU:AG
sequence of helix P8, at positions four and five when wild-type td core, the addition reaction was optimal with

a P1–P2 substrate carrying a wild-type, GUGA L2 loop,counting from the base of the latter helix (Figure 1A;
Costa and Michel, 1995). The td intron was transformed much poorer with a GAAA loop, and barely detectable

when the loop was UUCG (UUCG loops do not interactinto a bimolecular system (Figures 1 and 2) by splitting
a molecule composed of the intron itself and a short 5� with known receptors for GNRA loops; Jaeger et al.,

1994; Murphy and Cech, 1994). We then constructed aexon into a ‘substrate’, formed by hairpin structures P1
and P2, and a ‘core’, which comprises the rest of the population of intron core molecules (see Materials and

methods) in which 16 of the 20 nucleotides of the originalintron (see Materials and methods). We verified that co-
incubation of these two pieces in the absence of the P8 hairpin of intron td had been replaced by a random

sequence of 21 bases (Figure 1B). Five extra positionsguanosine cofactor of group I self-splicing is followed by
attack of the normal 5� splice site within the P1 helix by were added to the wild-type structure in order to avoid

missing potential binding motifs larger than the wild-typethe terminal G residue of the intron, resulting in a new
covalent bond between the two ends of the intron sequence. one. On the other hand, the first 2 bp of P8 were left

unchanged: we reasoned that maintaining base pairing atThis addition reaction, which rests on the ability of the
core to recognize and properly position the substrate into the base of P8 would further the formation of hairpin-like

structures and reduce the risk of disturbing the overallits active site, forms the basis for our selection procedure,
which is shown in Figure 2 and is very similar to the one architecture of the core. An additional reason for leaving

the nucleotides at the base of P8 unaltered is that theseused by Robertson and Joyce (1990). ‘Chimeric’ core–
substrate products are reverse-transcribed with an oligo- residues tend to be well-conserved among relatives of the

td intron (members of subgroups IA and IB; see Michelnucleotide primer designed to ensure selective recovery
of those core molecules having catalyzed nucleophilic and Westhof, 1990) and may therefore be involved in

tertiary contacts. In contrast, there is a complete lack ofattack at the proper 5� splice site. The next step consists
of PCR amplification of cDNA molecules with a set of sequence conservation in the rest of P8 in those members

of subgroups IA and IB which lack a P2 stem (Micheloligonucleotides that introduces a T7 promoter and deletes
all remaining substrate nucleotides from the core. T7 and Westhof, 1990): this observation, which strongly

suggests that the section of P8 that was randomized, hastranscription of the resulting DNA matrices yields a new
population of core molecules ready for another round of no other function in td and related introns other than

binding the L2 loop, vindicates the choice of P8 as aselection.
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In vitro selected GNRA-loop receptors

Fig. 2. In vitro selection procedure. The horizontal arrow above the U°G wobble pair of the P1–P2 substrate marks the site of attack by the intron
terminal G (circled), which is shown sitting in the group I guanosine-binding site (symbolized by a dark grey sector). Binding of the substrate by the
intron core is dependent on recognition of the L2 loop by an appropriate P8 sequence. An oligonucleotide complementary to the distal part of P1
and the last nucleotides of the intron (see Materials and methods) allows selective reverse transcription of reacted core molecules carrying a correct
core–substrate junction. The same initial population of core molecules was used to carry out two selection experiments with substrates that differed
only by the sequence of their L2 loop (GUGA or GAAA). See Materials and methods for experimental details.

target for the type of selection that was carried out in
this work.

With a mass of 7.5 pmol, our initial pool of core
molecules must have contained some 64% [1–(1–4–21)n,
with n � 7.5�10–12�6.023�1023] of all possible P8
sequences of 21 nucleotides. The same initial population
of core molecules was used to carry out two selections in
parallel: one for binding of the GUGA loop and the other
one for binding of the GAAA loop. For each experiment,
seven rounds of selection and amplification were per-
formed, resulting in two final selected pools, designated
as the ‘GUGA’ and ‘GAAA’ pools. Figure 3 shows the
products of addition reactions of the td core, of the initial
pool and of the final, selected pools. In each case, a major
reaction product whose existence depends on the presence
of a substrate molecule can be seen: its electrophoretic
mobility is the one expected for a molecule consisting of
the intron core and the 3� portion of the substrate.
Comparison of the addition reactions of the initial pool
(Figure 4A) with those of the final pools (Figure 4B) is
indicative of the degree of improvement achieved by Fig. 3. Addition reaction products of the initial and final pools. Core
selection (note that the conditions used in Figure 4B, molecules were incubated with a substrate carrying a GUGA or

GAAA loop for either 20 min (initial pool) or 10 min (final GUGAwhich are those of the last round of selection, are more
and GAAA pools and wild-type td core); control reactions with nostringent than the ones of Figure 4A, which correspond
substrate or no core were included; see legend to Figure 4 for reactionto the first round). Moreover, adaption was specific, since
conditions. Products were identified from their electrophoretic

final pools were found to react much better with the mobilities (expected sizes were 235 nt for core molecules of the
substrate with which they had been confronted (Figure various pools and 230 nt for the wild-type td core, with 36 additional

nucleotides for addition products). Only the top and bottom of a 6%4B). Interestingly, reaction of the td core with the wild-
denaturing polyacrylamide gel are shown (no products were detectedtype (GUGA) substrate was significantly slower than that
in the rest of the gel). The bottom part of the gel was less exposed

of the final GUGA pool, betraying the fact that the former
than the top in order to compensate for the higher specific activity of

molecule is not optimal in terms of substrate binding (see the substrates (substrate over core labelling ratios ranged from 32 to
34.8).below). However, an even more efficient reaction was

3291
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M.Costa and F.Michel

Several families of receptors for GUGA and GAAA
tetraloops
We sequenced the entire intron core of some 30 individuals
from each of the final pools. As expected from our use
of a high-fidelity DNA polymerase for all amplifications,
few molecules were found to carry mutations outside the
randomized P8 segment. Moreover, the positions affected
were never the same, except for a recurrent G to A mutation
at the first position of the J8/7 segment, immediately 3�
of P8. This mutation is present in 18% of clones from the
final GUGA pool (Figure 5A) and its role in the recognition
of substrate molecules by the core will be described
elsewhere. These data are consistent with the view that the
L2�P8 interaction was the main target for improvement of
substrate binding.

Alignment of the P8 segments of selected individuals
(Figure 5) revealed the presence of several classes of
receptor for each loop. In the GUGA pool, up to five
receptor families—defined on the basis of the sequence
at positions four and five of P8—may be distinguished
(Figure 5A). Much as expected, the most abundant family
is the one with a CU:AG sequence: CU:AG helices were
shown previously to be specific receptors for GUGA
loops (Michel and Westhof, 1990; Jaeger et al., 1994).
Importantly, this sequence is most often located at the
same place as in the td intron, which confirms that splitting
the td molecule into two transcripts does not alter the
relative positioning of the P2 and P8 helices. In fact, most
sequences may be aligned in such a way that they share
either base pair 4 or 5 with the td sequence. However,
class IV molecules, which have a G[N0–4]GCU:GGCC
consensus sequence, appear unrelated to either the td
molecule or other clones. Finally, the observation that 11
of the 16 clones in subclasses IA to IC have a C:G pair
on the distal side of their CU:AG receptor motif suggests
that this position could also be involved in some kind of
contact with the GUGA loop.

Two families of receptors were recovered from the
GAAA pool (Figure 5B). Aside from the five class II
molecules, in which a CCC:GGG consensus sequence
from positions 3 to 5 is followed by an asymmetric

Fig. 4. Kinetics of addition reactions of P1–P2 substrates with intron internal loop, the majority of the clones harbour either a
core molecules. Filled symbols, GUGA substrate; empty symbols, canonical version or variants of an 11 nt motif (CCU-
GAAA substrate. (A) Time course of addition reactions resulting from AAG...UAUGG), which we have shown previously to
incubation of the initial pool with each one of the substrates under the

bind GAAA loops with remarkable affinity (Costa andreaction conditions used for the first round of selection (45°C, 50 mM
Michel, 1995). Among minor variations that were selected,magnesium buffer, 4 μM substrate, 0.4 μM core molecules). (B) Time

course of addition reactions of the final GUGA (circles) and GAAA the most frequent ones are a C instead of an A at position
(diamonds) pools and of the wild-type td core (crosses); the latter was 5 (see Figure 6 for numbering of the 11 nt receptor), and
incubated only with the wild-type, GUGA substrate. Reaction

an A:C combination instead of G:U at the tip of theconditions were as in (A), except that the buffer contained 20 mM
receptor. However, more divergent variants of the samemagnesium.

11 nt motif were also recovered. In subgroup IB, the UAA
sequence of the 5� branch is replaced by UGY and inobtained for the combination of the final GAAA pool and
three of the four clones, various mismatches substitute forGAAA substrate.
the G:U pair. In subgroup IC, the same UAA sequenceBecause of competition between addition and hydrolysis
becomes UGNA and is most often followed by a C:G pair.at the core–substrate junction, all reactions in Figure 4B

eventually level off. Importantly, by using chimeric core–
Kinetic characterization of some selected motifssubstrate molecules carrying previously characterized,
In both final pools, the major class of sequences corres-matched and mismatched L2�P8 combinations (Costa
ponds to a motif that was already known to be a specificand Michel, 1995), we checked (data not shown) that
receptor for the loop to which this pool was confronted.hydrolysis is indeed specific to the 3� end of the intron
Therefore, it is clear that our selection system reproducesand that its rate is largely insensitive to the strength of
at least some of the evolutionary forces that shape receptorsthe L2�P8 interaction. Therefore, hydrolysis does not

antagonize selection for binding efficiency. in nature. One possible difference, however, between

3292
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In vitro selected GNRA-loop receptors

Fig. 5. Sequence alignment of the P8 domains of selected core molecules. The segment of sequence that was randomized is shown in bold type: for
each class, one representative sequence is shown in full, with identical nucleotides being replaced by dots in the other sequences. Potential secondary
structure pairings are indicated by dashes and divergent arrows below a sequence. Vertical arrows point to the C:G base pair that is common to most
currently known receptors and was found to interact with the last A of GNRA loops in crystal structures (see text). Residues in lower case stand for
dinucleotides of the corresponding residue. Roman numerals and letters designate classes and subclasses of P8 sequences (see Results). Code names
in bold type are those of the clones that were characterized kinetically. (A) Alignment of 33 pool GUGA sequences with the wild-type T4.td
sequence. In classes IB and II, a gap was introduced between the first and second nucleotides of P8 to force alignment of the receptor sequence with
that of td (a number of natural group I sequences have a gap at the same position; see Michel and Westhof, 1990). A recurrent G to A mutation of
the first nucleotide of the J8/7 segment is marked by an asterisk (see Results). (B) Alignment of 35 clones belonging to the final GAAA pool.

natural conditions and ours is the absence in our case of Figure 7 shows time courses of cleavage in the presence
of excess enzyme for five different L2 substrates incubatedcounterselection for cross-recognition of a receptor by

other members of the GNRA family. In order to estimate with the same ribozyme; all L2�P8 combinations that
were tested yielded similar data, compatible with first-not only the efficiency of recognition, but also its specifi-

city, we have resorted to kinetic characterization of loop– order kinetics. Single-turnover reactions were performed
at ribozyme concentrations much lower than Km (seereceptor pairs: selected molecules were assayed for their

ability to bind not only their cognate loop but also those Materials and methods) so as to estimate directly the value
of kcat/Km (Table I) from rates of reaction. Importantly,among the other members of the GNRA family that

differed from it by one nucleotide. all ribozyme–substrate combinations were checked by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (data not shown) toRather than using addition reactions, the analysis of

which is complicated by hydrolysis at the junction of the cleave at the correct 5� splice site.
We chose to characterize clones B7.6 and B7.8 fromcore and substrate, we went back to a reaction that mimics

the first step of self-splicing. In the presence of excess the GUGA pool (Figure 8). Like the majority of class I
molecules, clone B7.6 differs from the td intron in that itguanosine, 3�-truncated intron core molecules act as true

catalysts and promote specific cleavage of P1–P2 sub- has a C:G rather than a U:A pair on the distal side of its
CU:AG receptor sequence. However, as shown in Table I,strates at the 5� splice site (Costa and Michel, 1995).

3293
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M.Costa and F.Michel

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the structure of the 11 nt receptor and its
interactions with a GAAA loop. The figure, which was redrawn from
Cate et al. (1996), is meant to evoke the actual crystal structure.
Dashed lines stand for hydrogen bonded contacts. The first adenosine
of the tetraloop contacts a reverse Hoogsteen U:A pair in the receptor
(drawn as U3°A8). The second adenosine recognizes the receptor via
2� hydroxyl contacts. The third adenosine, which makes a non- Fig. 7. Examples of time courses of cleavage reactions of P1–P2
canonical base pair with the first nucleotide of the loop, also contacts substrates by a td-derived ribozyme. Reactions were carried out under
the C2–G10 pair of the receptor. Nucleotides A4 and A5 are drawn single-turnover and kcat/Km conditions (see Results and Materials and
side by side, to indicate that they form a platform by stacking on U7 methods) with 0.5 μM wild-type td ribozyme and 0.05 μM substrate
and G6, respectively (stacking extends in fact from G6 and A5 to the (Km was previously determined to be 13.5 μM for the combination of
adenines of the loop). U9 bulges out of the middle part of the receptor the td ribozyme and a GUGA substrate; see Costa and Michel, 1995).
and contacts A5 (see text). The thin dotted line indicates a 2� Ordinates are natural logarithms of the unreacted fraction. Plots could
hydroxyl-mediated interaction between the first C:G pair of the be fitted to single exponentials after correction for the presence of at
receptor and the base pair above the tetraloop. most 12% of inactive substrate molecules. P1–P2 substrates differed

only by the sequence of their L2 loop. Symbols: (s), GUGA;
(e), GCGA; (u), GUAA; (�), GAGA; (n), GGGA.

neither the affinity of the core for the GUGA substrate
(as far as it can be inferred from values of kcat/Km: see
Discussion), nor its pattern of discrimination between between the O2 acceptor of U (or C) at loop position 2

and the 2� hydroxyl group on the 5� side of P8 bp 6.different GNRA loops is significantly altered by this
substitution. On the other hand, the rates measured for Therefore, the CU:AG and CC:GG receptors for GYGA

and GYAA loops should better be regarded as beingclone B7.8, which carries the highly divergent class
IV consensus sequence, suggest a different network of CUN:N�AG and CCN:N�GG, with N:N� indicating

canonical base pairing.molecular contacts.
In the GAAA pool, clone C7.2 was investigated in While modelling a continuous A-type RNA helix in

front of GNRA loops, we also noticed a severe clashorder to determine to what extent the replacement of UAA
by UGNA in the 11 nt receptor motif might interfere with between the NH2 group of a guanine at loop position 2

and the ribose on the 5� side of what would be bp 6 inbinding of GAAA and the other tetraloops. As can be
seen in Table I, the answer is that this substitution has P8 (Figures 9B and C). Accordingly, the GGGA loop is

very poorly bound by the td and B7.6 ribozymes (Figuresnegligible effects on those parts of the receptor that
directly contact the tetraloop. In contrast, the C7.34 7 and 8 and Table I). In fact, even with an A at loop

position 2, a close contact still occurs, which probablymolecule, which is typical of class II GAAA receptors,
shows widely different preferences. explains the 7- to 11-fold preference of extended helices

for GYRA over GARA and also, the lack of base pairing
at position 6 in the GAAA pool (Figure 5B).Role of the second loop nucleotide

The recently determined X-ray structures of two loop– In nature as well, few GAAA loops are faced by
continuous helices and a rather frequent substitute for thereceptor pairs (Pley et al., 1994; Cate et al., 1996a)

provide a framework within which sequence and kinetic 11 nt motif is precisely the CCC:GGG interrupted helix
of class II clones. In one extreme case, at the P5 site ofdata may be discussed in terms of specific contacts

between GNRA loops and their receptors. Confrontation of subgroup IC self-splicing introns, a majority of sequences
have a CCC:GGG helix, with two Us on top, in front ofbiochemical and structural data is especially illuminating in

the case of loop nucleotide 2, whose role in loop–receptor a GAAA L9 loop (Michel and Westhof, 1990; Damberger
and Gutell, 1994); 11 nt motifs are missing altogether atrecognition had been underestimated. Thus, the receptor

for GUGA loops has until now been assumed to consist that location in subgroup IC introns, probably because the
backbone undergoes a sharp turn on the distal side ofof only two consecutive base pairs with a CU:AG sequence

(Michel and Westhof, 1990; Jaeger et al., 1994). However, helix P5 (see Cate et al., 1996a). Even when a GAAA
(or GAGA) L9 loop happens to interact with a continuousin 13 of the 15 clones in subclasses IA and IB of the GUGA

pool, helix P8 extends beyond the CU:AG sequence at helix, the base pair in front of loop position 2 is more
often U:G than not (8 out of 11 continuous helices facingpositions 4 and 5. When the terminal loop that caps the

CC:GG receptor of Pley et al. (1994) is replaced by GARA loops in subgroup IB introns; data not shown):
substitution of a U:G wobble pair for a Watson–Crick oneadditional Watson–Crick base pairs so as to lengthen the

receptor helix (see legend to Figure 9), it becomes apparent pushes the uracil and its ribose away from the shallow
(minor) groove, thus making room for the adenine at loopthat selective pressure for base pairing at position 6 could

be due to the formation of a hydrogen bond (Figure 9A) position 2.
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In vitro selected GNRA-loop receptors

Fig. 8. Receptors tested for their ability to discriminate between GNRA loops. The relevant part of the P8 sequence of each one of the ribozymes
tested is shown (we checked that these ribozymes differ only by the sequence of their P8 segment). The two base pairs in lower case are the ones
that were not randomized. The base pair interacting with the last A of GNRA loops is indicated by an arrow. This pair is C:G in all currently known
receptors, with the only exception of the class III and class IV clones of the final GUGA pool, which have a G:C pair at that position (indicated by a
question mark in clone B7.8).

Table I. Values of kcat/Km (�105/min/M) for cleavage reactions of P1–P2 substrates by td-derived ribozymes

Ribozymes Substrates (L2 loop)

GYRA GRRA

GUGA GCGA GUAA GCAA GAGA GGGA GAAA GGAA

P8 T4.td (CUU:AAG) 1.32 0.89 0.33 ND 0.13 0.048 0.09a ND
P8 B7.6 (CUC:GAG) 1.14 0.95 0.26 ND 0.10 0.042 ND ND
P8 B7.8 (GCUAC..AGGC) 3.42 0.039 6.97 ND 0.37 0.05 ND ND
P8a (CCU:AGG) 0.36a ND 1.03a ND ND ND 0.12a ND
P8 11 nt motif (CCUAAG..UAUGG) 0.03a ND 0.38 0.13 0.79 ND 47.5 0.18
P8 C7.2 (CCUGUAC..GAUGG) ND ND 0.27 0.12 0.67 ND 47.5 0.22
P8 C7.34 (CCCCACGC..GAAGGG) ND ND 2.86 0.83 2.46 ND 6 17.6

Ribozymes are designated by the name of the clone in Figure 5 and the relevant section of their P8 receptor (P8 bp 4 is in bold type). Values of
kcat/Km were determined by dividing first-order rates (determined from the type of data shown in Figure 7) by ribozyme concentrations.
ND; not determined.
aData from Costa and Michel (1995). These values, which were determined under the same experimental conditions and had been normalized to the
kcat/Km value of the wild-type L2�P8 combination, were multiplied here by the kcat/Km of the td�GUGA combination (1.32).

Novel receptors with different specificities clone C7.34 but differ from it by the sequence of their
internal loop, for their ability to discriminate betweenReceptors that lack a base pair in front of the second base

of GNRA loops may have been selected not only to avoid different members of the GNRA family.
The case for direct recognition of the second loopclashes, but because of the ability of some of them to

interact directly with that base. Thus, clone C7.34 (Figure nucleotide is even more convincing with the B7.8 receptor
from the GUGA pool. The B7.8 molecule shows a 90-10), a class II member of the GAAA pool, does not

markedly discriminate between GAAA, GAGA and fold preference for GUGA over GCGA, in total contrast
to the td and B7.6 ribozymes, which fail to distinguishGUAA, but reacts more strongly with the GGAA sequence.

As seen in fact from the values of kcat/Km (Table I), the between these two loops (Table I). There must, therefore,
exist a direct contact between some nucleotide(s) in thecombination of the C7.34 motif with a GGAA loop is

second only to that of the 11 nt motif with GAAA. It internal loop of the B7.8 receptor (Figure 10) and either
the N3-H or O4 groups of the U at loop position 2. Cloneshould be interesting to investigate the other class II clones,

which have essentially the same secondary structure as B7.8’s best choice is in fact GUAA, which is readily
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M.Costa and F.Michel

Fig. 9. Contacts between the second nucleotide of GNRA loops and receptors consisting of a continuous helix. (A) Schematic drawing of the
interactions between a GYRA loop and a continuous helix. The heavy dotted line stands for a hydrogen bond between the O2 group of the
pyrimidine at loop position 2 (in blue) and the 2� hydroxyl group of helix nucleotide N (in red, corresponding to position 6 on the 5� strand of P8).
(B) Schematic drawing of a steric clash between the NH2 group of the second G of a GGRA loop (in blue) and the ribose of helix nucleotide N, at
position 6 on the 5� strand of P8 (in red). (C) Stereo drawing of the steric clash schematized in (B). The figure was drawn with DRAWNA (Massire
et al., 1994) from coordinates generated by grafting an A-type RNA helix on the 3� side of the CC:GG receptor of Pley et al. (1994) and replacing
the second nucleotide of their GAAA loop by a G. The arrow points to the clash between the NH2 group of that G (in blue) and the ribose of the
nucleotide (in red) immediately 3� of the CC sequence (this corresponds to position 6 on the 5� strand of P8). Regular A-type helical backbones are
drawn as grey ribbons and bases engaged in canonical base pairing have been omitted.

explained by its fifth P8 pair being C:G, instead of U:A, Variations on the 11 nt GAAA receptor
Such a large number of copies of the 11 nt receptor foras in most of the other clones of the GUGA pool (see

Table I, Costa and Michel, 1995 and references therein). GAAA loops were recovered from the GAAA pool (Figure
5B) that a rough estimate can be made of the variabilityHowever, the B7.8 sequence also differs from the con-

sensus receptor for GUGA loops (and in fact from the between selected molecules of this motif, the structure of
which is schematically drawn in Figure 6. We havevast majority of known receptors for GNRA loops), at

position 4 of P8, where it has a G:C rather than a C:G attempted to compare the variations tolerated in subclass
IA molecules—the ones with an A at position 4 of thepair; a C:G pair would seem preferable at that location,

because its shallow groove NH2 group is better oriented motif (see Figures 5B and 6)—with those observed in
nature, at three locations at which 11 nt motifs areto interact with the N3 acceptor of the last adenine of

GNRA loops (see figures in Pley et al., 1994 and Cate particularly abundant (Figure 11). Such a comparison is
all the more interesting since an X-ray structure of theet al., 1996a). Judging from the data in Table I, this

non-optimal combination is more than compensated by 11 nt motif interacting with a GAAA loop was recently
published by Cate et al. (1996a).improved binding of the second loop nucleotide.
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In vitro selected GNRA-loop receptors

Fig. 10. New receptors for GNRA loops isolated by in vitro selection. Receptors are drawn according to their most probable secondary structure
(Figure 5) and shown interacting with their preferred GNRA loop partner (see Table I). Bases in common with previously known receptors are
assumed to interact with loop nucleotides in the same way as described previously (the only exception is the pair that faces the last A of the loop in
clone B7.8). Bases specific to the C7.34 and B7.8 new receptors must be involved (in some unknown way) in recognition of the base at loop
position 2 (see text). It is unknown whether the structure of the C7.2 receptor includes a platform similar to the one that exists in the 11 nt GAAA
receptor (Figure 6 and Cate et al., 1996).

The crystal structure of the receptor reveals that only at position 5 entails the loss of a hydrogen bond with U9.
U9 bulges out of the motif, but rather than pointingfour of its 11 nucleotides, the ones at positions 2, 3, 8

and 10, interact directly with nucleotides in the loop. Not outwards, the base folds back towards A5, with which it
forms at least one hydrogen bond (U9–N3 with A5–N1,too surprisingly, these nucleotides are invariant or nearly

so, whether in in vitro selected sequences or natural ones. see Figure 12A; a second bond may exist, between U9–
O4 and A5–N6). U9 changes to C in clone C7.38 and isConversely, most of the nucleotides that vary in selected

molecules do so even more in nature (Figure 11). Among rather variable in natural sequences, being replaced not
only by C, but also sometimes by A and G (Figure 11).variable parts is the so-called A–A platform, which was

certainly the least anticipated feature of the 11 nt receptor: However, these substitutions are not coordinated with the
one from A5 to C5, which must mean that interactionby stacking respectively on the U and G of a wobble pair

(Figures 6 and 12A), the As at positions 4 and 5 form a between the bases at positions 5 and 9 is not an essential
feature of the receptor.pseudo base pair that extends the distal helix towards the

GAAA loop and the core of the receptor. Correct posi- In summary, not only variable positions, but also the
nature of substitutions tend to be the same in natural andtioning of A5 would seem crucial for loop recognition,

since that base is the one on which the adenines of the selected sequences. Still, the two sets differ in a major
way at receptor position 4, where little variation exists inloop stack. Yet, both the bases on which the platform

stacks and the platform itself are somewhat variable. nature, whereas eight of the selected molecules have a G
(subclasses IB and IC in Figure 5B). Moreover, in fourOf the three different instances of A–A platforms in

the molecule crystallized by Cate et al. (1996b), two stack of those eight clones, there is an extra nucleotide inserted
between positions 4 and 6. Do platforms exist at all inon G:U wobble pairs and the third one on a non-Watson–

Crick A:U pair; as pointed out by the authors, these non- those molecules (Figure 10C)? We attempted to address
this issue by comparing clone C7.2 and a molecule withcanonical geometries maximize stacking with the adenines

of the platform (Figure 12A). Selection pressure against a canonical 11 nt motif for their ability to bind to, and
discriminate between, different GNRA tetraloops (Table I).canonical base pairs and in favour of a wobble geometry

is evident in our selected molecules, for an A:C combin- No significant difference could be observed, which we
interpret as meaning that at least those bases that interactation is nearly as frequent as a G:U one at positions 6

and 7 and most of the remaining clones have pyrimidine– directly with the tetraloop and also probably the one (at
position 5) on which the second base of the loop is stackedpyrimidine mismatches. As already noted by Tanner and

Cech (1995), A:C substitutes frequently for G:U in natural must be at roughly the same place in the two molecules.
The sequence of clone C7.10, in which only positions 4sequences as well. Still, about as many of these sequences

have A and U at positions 6 and 7 (Figure 11), as also (G) and 5 (U) differ from the 11 nt consensus, also pleads
in favour of these two nucleotides occupying the samedoes one of our selected clones; it seems reasonable to

speculate that these bases do not form Watson–Crick pairs. locations as the two As of the canonical motif. In fact,
whether or not platforms actually exist in clones of theConcerning the platform itself, its most frequent variant

in otherwise canonical motifs, whether from natural or IB and IC types, a deeper mystery is why such motifs
should be so rare in nature. We know of only threesubclass IA in vitro selected molecules, has a C at position

5. This substitution does not markedly alter stacking instances of natural 11 nt receptors with a G at position
4. Interestingly, one of them, in the P5 stem of intron β22.tdwith G6 and should improve hydrogen bonding with the

acceptor at N3 of A4 (Figure 12B). However, having a C (Bechhofer et al., 1994), reads CCUGUAG..UAUGG, i.e.
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M.Costa and F.Michel

has one extra nucleotide inserted 3� of G4, just as in the preference is manifest in selected molecules and since a
backbone contact exists between the 2� hydroxyl groupssubclass IC clones.

Of the remaining bases, 1 and 11 are regarded as being of C1 on the one hand and the nucleotide 3� of the last
A of the loop on the other, the need for a precise stackingpart of the 11 nt receptor because of the strong preference

for C and G at those positions in nature, at most sites of geometry might be invoked to explain this sequence
constraint. However, variations of the 1:11 base pair ininteraction with GAAA loops (e.g. Figure 11). The same
natural molecules do not correlate with those of the pair
that closes the tetraloop. It is also worth noting that
although both classes of sequence in the GAAA pool
show the same bias in favour of a C1:G11 pair, no such
constraint exists in the GUGA pool.

Discussion

Compared with comparative analysis of natural sequences,
in vitro selection is clearly a superior approach to problems
of molecular structure and recognition. Molecules in nature
are subject to a multiplicity of selective pressures and are
the products of history: the world of sequences can only
be explored step by step by natural selection. In contrast,
we believe that the sequences in Figure 5A and B constitute
largely unbiased samples of optimal or near-optimal solu-
tions to the problem of binding tightly a terminal loop
with a specific sequence and a precise location in three-
dimensional space relative to the randomized segment.
One reason for this is that the section of the P8 stem of
the td intron that binds the L2 terminal loop, and which
we chose to randomize, appears to make no additional
contact with the rest of the intron: this was initially
suggested to us by comparative sequence analysis of
natural group I introns (see Results) and has been con-
firmed a posteriori by the variety of in vitro selected P8
sequences (an even greater diversity was observed among
products of additional selections aimed at recognition of
more divergent L2 sequences; M.Costa and F.Michel, in
preparation). Also, adaption to substrate recognition did
not involve sequences other than in P8 (with the exception
of a single site 3� of that segment) and the process must
have been essentially complete by the time the experiment
was stopped, since there was no significant increase in
pool reactivity during the ultimate round of selection (data
not shown). Finally, care was taken to avoid population
bottlenecks by making sure throughout the experiment
that numbers of molecules of nucleic acids being
manipulated were much larger than the estimated com-
plexity of the pools undergoing selection: in fact, no two
of the final sequenced clones are identical. In summary,
there is every reason to believe that the ability to bind
efficiently a given L2 loop and to position this loop
correctly with respect to the intron active site were both
necessary and sufficient conditions for a P8 sequence to

Fig. 11. In vitro versus in vivo variability of the 11 nt receptor of
GAAA loops. Nucleotides framed with grey are invariant residues that
constitute the receptor core. Numbers of sequences analysed are
indicated in square brackets. Numbers above each arrow correspond to
the total number of changes observed at each position. Only the most
frequent or relevant alternatives to the canonical sequence are shown.
(A) Only subclass IA pool GAAA individuals (Figure 5B) were
scored. (B) The L5b�P6a interaction is present only in subgroup IC1
and IC2 introns (Michel and Westhof, 1990). (C) The sequences
scored are those of subgroup IA introns. (D) The ζ–ζ� interaction is
present in most group II introns (Costa and Michel, 1995). Sequences
of group I and group II introns came from our own databases.
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In vitro selected GNRA-loop receptors

Fig. 12. Stereo drawings of the A–A platform and an in vitro selected variant of it. Views are from the top of the platforms in order to illustrate base
stacking. Potential hydrogen bonds are indicated by dotted lines, together with the distance (in Å) between interacting atoms. (A) The A–A platform.
Coordinates are from Cate et al. (1996a,b). Bases that form the platform are in cyan and the G:U wobble pair below them is shown in yellow.
Receptor base U9 (in violet) contacts the second A of the platform. (B) An A–C platform. The structure shown was generated by replacing the two
As of the original platform by a base combination frequently observed in clones from the GAAA pool (Figures 5B and 11) and then performing 100
rounds of energy minimization with version 3.1 of X-PLOR (Bru

¨
nger, 1993). Note that stacking is not markedly altered compared with the structure

shown in (A).

be selected (that is, as long as the folding of P8 did not of the resulting internal loop—to improved recognition
of, and increased specificity towards, particular GNRAinterfere with that of the td ribozyme core).

Therefore, our finding that a majority of clones in our loop sequences.
In order to characterize some of the selected receptorfinal GAAA pool carry either the same 11 nt motif or minor

variants of it may be regarded as the first demonstration that motifs, we incubated receptor carrying, truncated intron
cores with a diversity of L2 substrates: in the presence ofthis motif, which is unusually frequent in natural RNAs

at sites that interact with GAAA loops (Costa and Michel, the guanosine cofactor of group I splicing, the intron core
acts as a true catalyst and specifically cleaves the substrate1995), is indeed an optimal receptor for those loops. Aside

from that, analysis of our data leads to general rules for at the normal 5� splice site. We reported previously (Costa
and Michel, 1995) that kinetic analysis of this cleavagebinding of the second loop nucleotide. Thus, receptors

consisting of a continuous A-type helix are shown to be reaction under either single- or multiple-turnover condi-
tions yielded similar values for kcat and Km and also notedmost appropriate for binding loops with a pyrimidine at

the second position and to clash instead with GGRA that two L2�P8 combinations with a 37-fold difference
in kcat/Km had kcat values that differed by only 1.5-fold.loops. The situation with GARA loops appears to be a

somewhat intermediate one, since receptor bases in register From these and other lines of evidence, we argued that
differences in Km or kcat/Km from one L2�P8 combinationwith loop nucleotide two should not extend the receptor

helix by forming a Watson–Crick pair, but a U:G pair is to the next were most likely to reflect differences in
affinity. This statement should apply as well to theacceptable at that location. In fact, lacking base pairing

in front of the second loop nucleotide can be advantageous, receptors characterized in this work, for not only was
cleavage found to occur always at the correct site, but alland we show that it may lead—depending on the sequence
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M.Costa and F.Michel

but one of the sequences that were characterized share a receptor and a GGAA loop on the one hand and that of
the 11 nt motif and a GAAA loop on the other (Table I).C:G base pair at position 4 of P8 and presumably, therefore,

the ability to form with the last A of GNRA loops the Nor is specificity likely to be the issue: the B7.8 ribozyme
is actually more sensitive to the sequence of the loopsame base triple that was observed in both available

crystal structures: presence of this interaction should facing it than the td or B7.6 molecules. In fact, our favoured
explanation for the near absence of these receptors inguarantee a correct positioning of the substrate into the

intron core. In summary, it is reasonable to assume that nature is that they may not be ‘robust’ structural solutions,
in the sense that good loop binders may be lacking orthe vast majority of the receptors that survived up to the

final pools were selected because of their unusually rare among closely related sequences (which is clearly
not the case for motifs like the 11 nt GAAA receptor; seehigh affinity for the L2 loop with which they had been

confronted. However, even though a majority of our Table I and Figure 11). Natural selection works only step
by step, so that of two energetically equivalent nucleotidein vitro selected sequences resemble natural ones, affinity

is not all that matters in nature. Although many group I combinations, it is bound to favour the one that is most
likely to be reached because it is part of a vast networkintrons position their P1 substrate by means of an

L2(GNRA)–P8 interaction (Michel and Westhof, 1990), of tolerable solutions differing from their closest neigh-
bours by no more than one or two substitutions. This is aGAAA loops are rare at the tip of P2 and only two of the

natural P8 sequences include an 11 nt receptor motif. In major difference compared with in vitro selection, which,
in the absence of ongoing mutagenesis, will screen theview of the abundance of 11 nt receptors in the GAAA

pool, this cannot be a problem of stereochemistry, but space of sequences in a uniform way.
As we examined only a few individuals, many more ofmust have to do with the necessity for the P1 substrate to

successively dock and undock during the catalytic cycle the clones that we isolated must carry relatively small,
high-affinity receptors with novel abilities to discriminateof group I introns (see Cech and Herschlag, 1996): in

nature, the interaction between L2 and P8 is most likely between GNRA loops, and a far greater number of those
must lie unsequenced in our final pools. Does the facta dynamic one and high-affinity P8 receptors must actually

be counter-selected (see Discussions in Costa and Michel, that these motifs may have been largely ignored by nature,
or so it seems, makes them less interesting? To those1995). Cases of conformational rearrangements involving

GNRA loops and their receptors have also recently been concerned with the principles underlying RNA structure,
they could be a vast source of riddles, the solution ofuncovered in group II self-splicing introns (Chanfreau and

Jacquier, 1996; Costa et al., 1997). which would inevitably contribute to our understanding
of RNA in general. And even if left not understood, theEven static interactions need not be energetically

optimal. While 11 nt GAAA receptors predominate at new receptors described in this work could still be used
for the rational design of idiosyncratic tertiary interactionssites such as P6a in subgroup IC introns, they form but a

fraction of the P5 sequences of subgroup IA introns (see within and between RNA molecules.
Costa and Michel, 1995). Both L5�P6a and L9�P5 are
integral parts of the stable ribozyme core of those group

Materials and methodsI introns in which these interactions exist (Jaeger et al.,
1994; Murphy and Cech, 1994). However, because the

DNA constructs
entire tertiary structure of subgroup IA introns forms and Construction of the plasmid containing the DNA template for the P1–
melts in a cooperative manner (Jaeger et al., 1993, 1994; P2 substrate (which consists of hairpin structures P1 and P2 and a

GGGAAAG 5� extension) is described in Costa and Michel (1995).P.Brion, F.Michel and E.Westhof, in preparation), it should
Derivative plasmids with different L2 loops were obtained by subcloningbe possible to compensate for a weak L9�P5 interaction
PCR fragments generated with oligonucleotides that carried appropriate

by reinforcing some other contacts. In contrast, stable nucleotide substitutions. All constructs were verified by sequencing the
folding of the P4–P5–P6 domain of subgroup IC introns entire length of the insert.
into its sharply bent shape rests critically on only two
long-range contacts (Murphy and Cech, 1994; Cate et al., Pool construction

The initial DNA pool was obtained by ligation of two BbsI-digested1996a), one of which consists of the L5�P6a interaction.
DNA fragments (I and II) that had been generated by PCR on sectionsNevertheless, many of the known interactions involving
of our td intron constructs (Costa and Michel, 1995). Product I was

GNRA loops in natural molecules appear to be static ones generated with gel-purified oligonucleotides MC3591 (5�-ATTTAATA-
and to have been selected primarily for the quality of CGACTCACTATAGAATCTATCTAAACG; T7 promoter in bold type)

and P8MK2 (5�-TGCGATGAAGACAGCAGACTATATCTCCA[N]21binding. Why then should those sequences that we have
TGTCTATCGTTTCG; nucleotides in bold type correspond to the firstdesignated as the ‘novel receptors’ (Figure 10), i.e. clones
two base pairs of P8, which were left unchanged; the BbsI site is

C7.34 , B7.8 and C7.2, be so rare in nature, at least at
underlined; [N]21 corresponds to positions synthesized using an equimolar

currently known sites of interaction with GNRA loops? mixture of the four phosphoramidites). The resulting PCR product
carries, downstream of the T7 promoter, a G followed by the td coreWe know of only one single natural variant of the C7.2
sequence (except for its P8 segment which was replaced by 21 completelyreceptor, of very few molecules with a structure similar
randomized positions) beginning 2 nt upstream of the 5� branch of helixto that of the C7.34 receptor and of no natural copy of
P3 and ending 3 nt downstream of the 3� branch of helix P7, followed

the B7.8 receptor. Yet, these new receptors are in no way by a BbsI site. PCR product II was obtained with oligonucleotides MCE
inferior to previously identified sequences in terms of (5�-ACGCTTGAAGACAGTCTGCTCTGCATGGTGA; the BbsI site is

underlined) and 24-mer (5�-CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC).efficiency of recognition. Cleavage of a substrate carrying
Product II carries, downstream of its BbsI site, the td intron sequencea GUAA loop by the B7.8 molecule is seven times more
from the second nucleotide of the 3� branch of P7 to the terminal intron

rapid than by a CC:GG receptor (the preferred partner of
G, followed by 23 nucleotides of the 3� exon and the sequence of

GUAA loops in natural phylogenies) and there is only a pTZ19U (US Biochemicals) from the 3� half of its HincII site to the
24-mer priming site. In order to avoid introducing mutations outside the2.7-fold difference between the combination of the C7.34
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In vitro selected GNRA-loop receptors

randomized segment, a high-fidelity recombinant Pfu DNA polymerase out under single-turnover and ‘kcat/Km’ conditions, i.e. at ribozyme
concentrations both much higher than substrate concentrations and much(Stratagene) was used for all PCRs. The ligation product was gel-purified

and quantified: pool complexity was estimated to be 7.5 pmol. In order lower than the estimated Km (see also Costa and Michel, 1995).
Specifically, ribozyme and substrate concentrations were 0.5 μM andto generate DNA templates suitable for the synthesis of the initial RNA

pool of core molecules, the entire ligation product was amplified ~11- 0.05 μM for combinations of the td and B7.6 ribozymes with all
substrates and of the B7.8 ribozyme with the GCGA, GAGA and GGGAfold with gel-purified oligonucleotides MC3222 (5�-AGATTCCTGCA-

GGTAATACGACTCACTATAG; T7 promoter in bold type) and substrates; 0.1 μM and 0.02 μM, respectively, for the B7.8 ribozyme
and GUGA and GUAA substrates; 0.04 μM (ribozyme) and 0.01 μMMC3332 (5�-CATTATGTTCAGATAA, this sequence is complementary

to the last 16 nt of the td intron). An aliquot of the resulting PCR (substrate) for reactions of the C7.2 ribozyme and a ribozyme carrying
a canonical 11 nt motif (the complete sequence of the P8 domain of thisproduct (III) was cloned. Sequencing of the entire length of the core of

12 clones revealed that in all of them the randomized segment had ribozyme is shown in Figure 2 of Costa and Michel, 1995); and 0.2 μM
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